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 Each     year     on     April     22,     people     worldwide     celebrate     Earth     Day.     It’s     a     day 

 dedicated     to     protecting     the     earth.     People     organize     events,     rallies,     marches, 

 concerts,     and     different     projects     to     show     their  support  for     environmental 

 protection  .     These     activities     aim     to     make     the     world  aware     of     depleting     conditions 

 of     our     natural     resources     such     as     land,     air,     water,     and     forests.     Experts     explain 

 how     human     activities     have     led     to     the  degradation     of  nature  ,     why     it’s     dangerous     to 

 live     in     a     polluted     environment,     and     what     actions     they     should     take     to     prevent 

 further     damage     and     improve     conditions.     Environmental     protection     is     an     extremely 

 critical     issue     that     impacts     us     all.     It’s     essential     to     treat     nature     with     respect     and     take 

 proper     steps     towards     its     protection. 

 Earth     Day     reminds     us     of     our     responsibility     towards     nature     and     our     planet 

 as     a     whole.  The     history     of     Earth     Day     goes     back     to  the     seventies.     In     the     year 

 1970,     people     actually     realized     the     terrible     conditions     of     our     planet     and     began 

 putting     effort     into     protecting     it.     1970     was     the     first     year     when     Earth     Day     was 

 celebrated.     Millions     of     people     were     involved.     People     took     to     the     streets,     asking 

 the     government     to     take  steps  to     protect     nature.     People  from     all     of     life     gathered 

 and     pledged     to     take     care     of     Earth.     This     way,     they     showed     respect     for     mother 

 nature     and     brought     environmental     problems     to     people’s     attention.     Earth     day 

 celebration     draws     attention     to     the     global     issues     of     pollution,     global     warming, 

 overpopulation,     etc.     It     reminds     us     of     the     importance     of     nature     and     encourages     us 

 to     protect     the     gifts     that     nature     provides     us     to     sustain     our     existence.  It’s     the     day 

 that     encourages     us     to     think     about     the     bad     environmental     challenges     we     face     and 



 how     we     should     resolve     them.     If     we     want     cleaner     air     to     breathe,     safe     water     to 

 drink,     and     land     capable     of     growing     crops,     we     need     to     take     steps     to     save     these 

 resources.     Earth     day     celebration     has     made     people     learn     that     our     planet     is     truly     in 

 danger,     and     if     we     don’t     take     steps,     soon     there     won’t     be     any     place     for     us     to     live. 




